
IDENTIFYING VICTIMS 

• Unlike sex abuse, which tends to be identified via
victims' own disclosures, discovery of trafficking tends
to occur via law enforcement investigations (Fig. I ).

• Adults in the community often fail to recognize
trafficking, seeing minors, especially older teens,
as prostitutes partly responsible for their situation.

• Clinic and emergency room staff often miss signs of
exploitation, even though victims report visiting clinics
or emergency rooms while being trafficked.

• Fire fighters and EMTs rarely recognize minor
sex trafficking in emergency field situations and
report that intervening with high-risk youth is
not their responsibility .

• Evasiveness, mistrust of authorities, and denials by
minor victims increase when victims hold romantic
feelings for or fear their trafficker, and when they
have prior social service or juvenile justice involvement.

• Law enforcement endorse suspect interrogation tactics
with hostile uncooperative minor victims across age,
but victim centered approaches with cooperative
younger minors.

• Law enforcement often lack adequate training in
adolescent development, tactics traffickers use to
induce complicity, and why adolescents mistrust and
are evasive, all of which can contribute to challenges
in interview contexts.
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PROSECUTING TRAFFICKERS 

• In the past 20 years, while federal prosecution of
trafficking has increased, prosecution of other crimes,
including sex crimes like pornography, have leveled
off or decreased (Fig. 2).

• Victims' delinquent behavior and seeming complicity
with the sexual activity are featured far more
prominently in criminal cases of trafficking than
sex abuse of teens (Fig. 3).

• Despite prosecutors' concerns that uncooperative
victims will undermine their case, many successfully
prosecuted cases contain uncooperative trafficked
minor victims (Fig. 3).

• Electronic and physical evidence and experts who
explain common trafficking victim behavior and
uncooperativeness facilitate successful prosecution
of traffickers.
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Figure 2: Number of Federal Criminal 
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Figure 3: % of Time Each is Mentioned in 
Successfully Prosecuted Criminal Cases 
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